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Congressional budgeting
threat' to Nixon tax plan
WASHINGTON lAPl
President
Nixon condemned
congressional
overspending" yesterday as a threat to
his pledge not to increase taxes
In a wide-ranging news conference,
he also shrugged off his election
opponent's corruption charges and said
the Vietnam peace talks are in a
sensitive stage
Nixon would not predict when or if
the war might end. but said: "If we
can make the right kind of settlement

before the election, we will make it "
Nixon said his personal campaigning
would be limited but he will make a
nationwide radio address-paid for by
his campaign commiltee-on the issue
of taxes Saturday night
AS HE STOOD behind a black
leather chair in his office, fielding
questions for 40 minutes in his first
news conference in five weeks, the
President

-Said he is not going to dignify"
Sen George McGovern's charges of
corruption in his administration by
responding to them, adding that "I
think the responsible members of the
Democratic party will be turned off by
this kind of campaigning .."
-Vowed "there will be no
presidential tax increase" but said he
would forego campaigning and stay
close to the White Mouse "until that
very great danger of a tax increase

To provide for live-ins'

Karma expands service
By Cart Hailett

Karma. Bowling Green's drop-in
drug counseling center, has begun a
number of new programs designed to
improve service to the community
Dr Marvin Kumler. director of
counseling services at Karma, said one
of the most significant new programs
involves opening the second floor of the
Karma house at 525 Pike St as a short-

term residence for
serious drug problems

persons with

"MANY TIMES, solving a problem
involves living in a setting where
people care about you." Dr Kumler
said
He said he expects that persons
having drug problems will be allowed
to live at Karma from two to four
weeks Persons experiencing anv tvpe

of drug problem »di be considered for
housing
A similar program will allow Karma
to house court-referred juveniles who
have been convicted of drug offenses
This was made possible through a
recent decision by the Ohio Youth
Commission designating Karma as a
"half-way house" capable of rehabilitating such offenders
The Karma ilafl also has formed two
committees to assist the community
with drug information
A newly-formed library committee is
attempting to provide Bowling Green
with the "best drug Information library
in the area" to be used for both public
information and counselor training
ANOTHER committee is developing
a drug education curriculum for local
teachers Kumler said the committee
has already been asked to formulate
such curricula for schools throughout
Wood County
Possibly the most unusual program
this year deals with abuse of tobacco.
"Nicotine is a drug which causes
people a lot of problems." Dr. Kumler
said "So we plan to begin running a
smoking withdrawal clinic in late
November "
Other changes this year will be more
counselor training sessions and a
bigger staff
Dr Kumler said he hopes Karma
will continue to grow and attract new
people this year

Newsphete by Joseph W. Oorwol
Roun McMaslers, member of the Karma board of directors,
receives a call from a client while painting a room on the

"WE HOPE TO expand in such a
way as to meet the needs of the
community Anyone who is interested
in helping us can call Karma and
express their interests." he said.

second floor of the drug center. The room it part of a section to
be used to house those with serious drug problems.

Applications for counseling positions
are being taken this week.

caused by congressional overspending
is met and defeated "
-Said efforts to reach a Vietnam
settlement will not be affected by the
Nov 7 election He said the bombing
and mining of North Vietnam would
continue "'until we get some
agreements on the negotiating front."
-Defended as good for America the
Soviet wheat deal but pledged to take
action if investigation shows grain
dealers made illegal profits.
-Repeated that he had no personal
knowledge of the alleged bugging of
Democratic headquarters in the
Watergate office building, and
repeated that none of his present White
I 'ouse aides was involved.
-Said he would ask Congress next
year to reduce property taxes for the
elderly, pledged to continue to press
(or welfare reform and said he would
consider the constitutional amendment
approach il Congress doesn't act to
check forced busing

Newsphele by Moroa J lenier
Why a bike? Any number of reasons. From getting him where
he wants to go — quickly, to simply getting away from it all quietly.

University undergoing
architectural inspection
This University is one of three northwest Ohio schools participating in a
Board of Regents study of campus
building conditions.
Representatives from the Toledo
architectural firm of Richard. Bauer
and Moorhead are on campus inspecting all buildings constructed before
1961
JACK PROBASKO, a spokesman for
the Ohio Board of Regents, said the
purpose of the study is to provide information that hopefully will aid the
regents when considering university
requests for funds to renovate older
buildings or construct new ones
The three-school study, involving
Bowling Green, the University of Toledo and the Medical College of Ohio at
Toledo, is only a pilot project to test
survey techniques developed by the
architectural firm.
Probasko said it probably will be several years before studies are completed at all Ohio universities
The pilot project is funded by a federal grant of about $23,000 from the
Higher Education Facilities Comprehensive Planning Program.
Probasko said cost for a study of all
campuses could run as high as $150,000

INFORMATION gathered from the
study will permit the Board of Regents
to submit a more realistic capital
improvements budget proposal to the
state legislature, Probasko said.

-Men's and Women's Gyms.
--Home Management. Industrial
Arts. Fine Arts, School of Music, Home
Economics, Centrex, Graphic Arts and
Henry Bldgs.

"When an institution asks us for
money to renovate a building, we'll be
in a better position to determine if the
request is feasible or whether the institution would be better off to construct a
new building." he said
In addition, the study will give university architects the kinds of information they don't have the staff or money
to collect themselves. Probasko said

-Graduate Center, the natatorium
and the Alumni House
The Toledo architectural firm will be
studying each building for its primary
structure, (foundation, drainage,
roof); secondary structure (floor
finish, interior walls, windows,
ceilings, doors): service systems
(cooling, heating and exhaust systems,
plumbing, lighlingl; and safety
standards (exits, stairs, fire escapes,
fire alarms)

"Most university architects have
been very enthusiastic about the project." he said.
The three schools participating in the
pilot study were chosen because they
are located in the same general area,
the number of buildings to be inspected
on all three campuses is relatively
small, and they offer a wide range of
architectural styles, he said
BUILDINGS to be inspected here
include:
-University. Moseley, Williams.
Hanna. Hayes. Overman. South.
Memorial andShatzel Halls.

IN ADDITION, each building will receive a functional analysis based on its
location, services, acoustical control,
equipment, provisions for handicapped
persons, flexibility, and suitability for
the programs it houses.
The buildings will then be rated according to the number of points
awarded under each sub-section.
J. Claude Scheuerman. vice president for operations, said the survey on
this campus should lake until at least
the end of this month and possibly
longer.

Language requirement spurs comment
By Jim Carey
Staff Reporter

course where you regurgitate foreign
verbs and expressions." she said

of a language isn't going to help me
with my major." she said.

The need for a foreign language
requirement in the College of Arts and
Sciences has been a controversial
issue on campus for some time.
Presently students in the college are
required to take 20 quarter hours in one
foreign language
Exceptions are for those students
who. by passing a placement test, have
begun at an intermediate or advanced
level: have completed four years of a
foreign language in high school; have
passed a proficiency test; or have
graduated from a high school where instruction was in a language other than
English.
Students and faculty members yesterday expressed their views on the
subject.
I question the usefulness of the language requirement." said Cathy
Dierks. sophomore I A&S lit takes up
an awful lot of time that could be spent
on courses that are of some interest to
the student"
She said she would favor a course
taught in English that would relate
both the language and the country.
"This type of course would be more
beneficial than a regular language

SHEILA Semenick. sophomore
l A&S). agreed that a course teaching
the culture instead of the language of a
foreign country would be more beneficial to the average student.
"If any language requirements were
to be kept, though. I could see less
intensive requirements. Twenty hours

"I think the language requirement is
extremely necessary." said Martha
Eckman. assistant professor in English
and advisor for English majors
"There is a grave need for international communication." she said.
According to Eckman. modern language enrollment across the nation

dropped about 15 per cent in the last
year.
"It is a shame that nations of the
world need communication and students are avoiding languages," she
said
BARB WITHEE, senior I A&S) said a
foreign language is a useful tool, but
should not be a requirement.
"It should be up to the individual stu-

dent whether he or she has enough time
to donate to a foreign language," she
said
Withee said she benefitted from
taking foreign language courses, but
thinks that alternative requirements
should be available.
"Some degree of language requirement should be retained," said Dale
Holbrook, senior (A&S). A background
course in the culture and practice in

the language would be more beneficial
than the conjugation specifics that language courses require, he said.
In addition Holbrook said separating
the students taking language courses
for requirements from the students
who are taking language courses for
their major would help both groups
In talking with companies and graduates from liberal arts colleges. Dan
Elber, junior (A&S). said he has found
that few of them have discovered a
need to use a foreign language
"Language courses might show students problems of other countries, but
they also take up a lot of studying time
that might be used on subjects pertinent to my career." he said
Jenny Joyce, freshman 1A&S1
referred to the requirement as a "big
pain

Daeil

Jenny Joyce

Cathy Dierks

"My high school counselor told me I
only needed three years of foreign languages, and now I find out I either have
to take a proficiency test or start
over." she said.
"I'm a computer science major and I
can't see what good French will do
me." she said. "I have to learn programming language, not a foreign language "
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conditions on soviet trade

queen
After receiving feedback from a representative sample" (our
quotes) of the University community, the Homecoming
Committee has decided to continue the tradition of electing a
homecoming queen and court.
Committee Chairman Roy Shafer said about 200 opinion
ballots, between two and three to one in favor of the queen selection, were returned along with a petition with about 700 signatures supporting queen selection.
Even if the ratio on the opinion ballots were three to one
favoring the queen, the grand total of opinion ballots and petition
signatures only indicates approval by 850 students.
This is a representative sampling?
This is proof that a "large part of the campus community" is in
favor of a homecoming queen? A community numbering well
over 15.000?
Shafer said the contestants will be judged 50 per cent on their
activities at the University. 25 per cent on their poise while being
interviewed by the screening committee and 25 per cent on
•'awareness" (knowledge of current events and trends)
A field of about 96 nominees will be narrowed down to 20
contestants The student body will then use the answers given
during the screening as part of their voting judgment.
But in reality, how will the candidates be screened and on what
criteria will they receive votes? By their meat and potatoes, of
course.
Obviously if a candidate does not possess the qualities of a
beauty queen, the committee will spare her the embarrassment
of a student body vote.
Because in the final analysis, no matter how this election is
disguised, it is still a beauty contest.
Participation in University activities and "awareness" are
only valid criteria if the contestant meets our conditioned
standards of beauty.
If the contestant was really aware, she would not be participating in a beauty exploitation.
Because of the lack of response from queen selection
opponents, a Homecoming Queen will still represent us all. But
at least she'll be a blue ribbon winner

By William F. Backley Jr.

Senator Henry Jackson, whose
amendments have been the legislative
hits of the season, has come up with yet
another one, of momentous strategical
and philosophical consequence.
The Jackson amendment specifies
that before the Soviet Union (or any
other non-market country) qualifies
for Most Favored Nation economic
treatment, the President of the United
States must report to the Congress that
the Soviet Union 1) is not denying to its
citizens the right to emigrate; 2) is not
imposing an emigration tax of other
than nominal significance; and 3) is
not engaging in Mickey Mouse to evade
I) or 2) above.
Senator Jackson's sunburst
illuminates a great tension in the
liberal soul. On the one hand our
progressive legislators are committed
to free trade and non-interference in
the internal affairs of other countries.

'
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ON THE OTHER hand as liberals
they are committed to human rights. It
is a venerable commitment,
adumbrated by John Donne when he
said that he was involved in mankind,
and efforts to reify that commitment
are as recent as liberal enthusiasm for
the United States Convention on
Human Rights, and the expulsion of
Rhodesia from the Olympic Games.
Along comes Senator Jackson with a
torch in his hand which he lobs now
into the kindling of that very paradox,
and Jacob Javits cannot sleep at night.
Sad is the lot of the lady, said La
Rochefoucauld, who is at once
violently inflamed and inflexibly
virtuous.
Senator Jackson already had 31 cosponsors for his amendment when the
most prominent holdouts. Senators
Javits, Kennedy, Humphrey, and
Muskie caved in.
They attempted to squirm away with
a cop-out. namely a "sense of the
Senate" resolution to the effect that
the President of the United States,
before making any economic trade
treaty with the Soviet Union, should
urge the Soviet negotiators to ease the
pressures of those of its citizens who
wish to emigrate.
THERE IS an American Institute at
Moscow one of whose functions is to
advise the Kremlin how seriously it
needs to regard various American
pressures.
I do not doubt that the offices of this
Institute have framed copies of such
Senate curios as its resolutions
enjoining the Soviet Union to clear out
of the occupied territories in Eastern
Europe.
And Senator Javits et al knows this
very well Hence the causes of their
torment
The reason the issue is so keen is of
course that the victims of this
particular persecution are Jewish.
And the historical persecutions of the
Jewish minority during this century
are the great trauma of modern times
A few years ago on Broadway Pope

opinion

smoking resolution
Dr. Russell Decker
Geest Columnist

Within the next week members of the
faculty will be asked to vote on a
Faculty Senate resolution concerning
smoking in classrooms Under the
Faculty Charter, an ad hoc committee
collected statements for and against
the resolution and distributed them to
the faculty
The BG News gave good publicity to
the issue Unfortunately, this publicity
came during the summer session when
the majority of students and laculty
were not on campus to read the
articles
Hopefully this letter will assist
faculty in exercising sound judgment
on this matter.
The resolution did not create any
new law. regulation, or power It onlv
called the attention of the University
community to an existing regulation
and suggested some methods of
enforcement thereof
THE GOVERNING body of the
University, acting within its statutory
authority, adopted in 1959 a regulation
prohibiting smoking in classroom
situations
This set into play the state statutes
on enforcement and the contractual
obligations of the faculty member and
the University administrator.
The only new idea in the resolution
was the group of four suggestions for
implementing its enforcement And.
actually they are not new. They could
have been done without the resolution
In fact, some have been done: i.e..

the Provost has sent out a few
reminders in past years Some faculty
members expressed surprise at the
third suggestion relating to
administrative action by deans,
directors and chairmen.
This authority already existed, and
should have been used by these
administrators irrespective of this
resolution
As a part of the process of evaluation
of a faculty member, they should
review the attention of the faculty
member to all University regulations
THE PRINCIPAL reason for
presenting the resolution was to
dramatize two situations
iai the growing evidence of the
health hazard to non-smokers from
smoking in crowded rooms This does
not deny one the freedom to smoke
himself, and continues to permit him
to take chances with his own health
Hut. this approach to the problem
begins now to recognize the right of the
non-smoker not to be harmed by the
smoking habits of others
ibi the moral issue of having a valid
regulation based upon statutory
authority, and not enforcing it
The moral issue is not in smoking,
but in the violation by some faculty
members and students of the known
regulation and in the failure of some
faculty members and administrators
to enforce it.
Some have complained that this
regulation prohibits smoking in a
faculty member's office. It has never
been so interpreted, and the language

of this resolution was not intended to
expand or broaden the regulation to
include the office of a faculty member
He may control this situation either
way by posting a sign
SOME HAVE expressed concern
over the language in the resolution
referring to "arrest, without
warrant." This seems to raise hints of
gestapo-like police-state conditions
This language was taken directly
from the Ohio Revised Code, Section
334504. It was not created by the
author of the resolution. The resolution
does not establish any new police
power as it merely affirms the age-old
rule allowing a police officer to arrest
without warrant when he observes an
offense being committed.
A faculty vote of NO on the ballot
may rescind the resolution adopted by
the Faculty Senate on May 2. But, it
will not repeal the no-smoking rule of
the University Trustees, remove the
impact of the state statutes, nor
lessen the responsibility of University
administrators to enforce them
All a NO vote will do is to say that
the faculty wants to continue the
hypocrisy of the present situation
wherein the University has a properly
constituted prohibition known to
everyone, but ignored with impunity by
many.
On the other hand, a vote of YES on
the ballot will mean that the faculty
feels that faculty and administrators
should move in the direction of
education on the smoking problem and
enforcement of the existing regulation

Pius Xll was exposed to obloquy every
night, twice on Wednesdays and
Saturdays, for allegedly doing less than
he might have done to relieve the Jews
who suffered and died under Hitler
during the Forties.

Jackson are endeavoring to vitiate the
effect of his amendment by whispering
that Jackson's true interest is in
standing in the way of detente, that
therefore he seeks to frustrate a trade
agreement of any sort.

IT WAS never clear what was the
alleged motive of Pius XII. But what
would they have said of Hubert
Humphrey on Broadway 20 years from
now-that he refused to lend a helping
hand to the Jews of Russia because
there was a wheat surplus in
Minnesota''
Those who are afraid of the political
consequences of siding against Senator

But surely it is easier to understand
Senator Jackson by starting the other
way around? He seeks to civilize the
Soviet Union, which has been the cause
of more deaths and more misery than
have been cuased by any other state
during this century
IT IS WITHIN the power of the
Soviet Union to bring on a world war.

and it is the continuing disposition of
the Soviet Union to torture its citizens
After all. Jackson is not opposed to
detente with England or France or
Canada, and he was himself a cosponsor of the East-West Trade
Relations Act of 1970
His struggle now to put conditions on
trade with the Soviet Union, which
conditions might result in the
amelioration of human suffering,
hardly makes him reprehensible or
will it be the position of the dissenting
Senators that it is reprehensible to try
to help the Jewish people of Russia,
rather than merely to talk about them''
■«■ *«r Jmn
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'WHEN I WANT YOUR OPINION . .

Lerrers

women's rights suffer
I heard and saw Ms Kaufman
Monday night imply that President
Nixon was doing a credible job of
supporting women's rights
During her speech she never
confronted any of the crucial issues
which would give one criteria to judge
Nixon's support or apathy to the issue
She staled that Nixon was making an
effort to provide incentives for day
care centers When pressed on this
point she admitted that just only
recently had Nixon done anything-and
that was merely appointing a
committee to study day care centers.
Further. Nixon vetoed three specific
bills. 1) to provide day care centers. 21
tax exemption for babysitting, and 3i
blocked almost $2 billion in federal
funds for another day care proposal
BILLS 1 AND 3 he opposed on
grounds (hat they were Inflationary
Yet Nixon plods on in his course of
increased destruction and devastation
by bombing Vietnam which is the
biggest inflationary factor perhaps in
the economy today.
(For every bomb exploded a loose
dollar is free in the economy without a
consumer good to represent it making
it relatively valueless I Bill 2 he vetoed
in favor of providing still another
corporation with tax exemption.
That's not providing incentive for

mail call
I am writing this letter in regards to
a small problem that 1 have And I
hope that you will be able to help me
out.
You see 1 am a prisoner at the
London Correctional Institution I will
be here for at least eight more months
and I am desperately in need ol mail
Like I don't get any mail at all And 1
sure could dig it if some of the girls
there could write to me while I am
incarcerated.
I will answer all letters that are
written 1 am white. 23 years old. 511'
and weigh about 140 pounds
I live in Urbana. Ohio. But I am
originally from Minnesota. So 1 am a
long ways from home
If you can be of any help in this
matter I would greatly appreciate it
Thank you
Tell all the girls that I said hi and
"be cool" out there.
Jim Kinler
134678 P.O. 69
London. Ohio 43140

day care centers Ms. Kaufman
admitted that Nixon thought day care
centers would ruin the family Why''
No reason was given.
Ms Kaufman made reference to the
fact that. "My boss is really involved
in women's rights " Yet I see Nixon
proposing no legislation to end job
discrimination in the area of pay for
women.

The Department of Labor estimated
in '71 that for every dollar a male earns
a woman comparable earns only 57
cents down from 69 cents in '65!
From a statistical analysis Nixon's
support for equality for women is
extremely apathetic and leaves a lot to
be desired
Jeff Hoon
335 Da r row

little progress made
Ms. Kaulman. assistant to President
Nixon, appeared to be quite positive
that President Nixon was doing an
adequate job in the field of women's
rights
However, throughout her entire
speech she was unable to justify her
stand She said that Nixon had
appointed 118 women to his staff since
April of 1971 When she was asked if
this was perhaps a political move by
Nixon to acquire women's vote, she
replied that she thought only moves
made after January of 1972 should be
considered political.
Why then did he wait until late 1971
to increase the positions now held by
women'1 If Dick was really concerned
with women's rights why didn't he
begin his appointments in early 1969''
MS. KAUFMAN pointed out that
President Nixon did. in fact, nominate
a woman for the Supreme Court; but of
course this woman did not receive the
position.
To what extent did Nixon vie for her
nomination in comparison to the extent

that he campaigned lor RehnquistPowell appointments'1 I can't believe
that there is not one woman in this
country qualified to fulfill the position
of Supreme Court Justice.
It was also quite surprising to learn
that when questioned about a reported
understaffment in HEW. which in turn
caused a backlog in investigating cases
regarding job discrimination due to
sex. she knew absolutely nothing about
any type of backlog!
It seems quite strange that a woman
who is an assistant to the President
supposedly so concerned with women's
rights knows nothing, and is quite
frankly shocked to find out about a
massive backlog in HEW.
Ms. Kaufman's entire speech was a
mass of generalizations and subjective
suppositions She said absolutely
nothing to alter the fact that women
and other oppressed groups have made
no progress due to the blessing oi
President Nixon
Denise Dartl
232 Chapman

tower food praised
In recent quarters we have been
numbered amongst the ranks of ardent
critics of this University's food service
and its so called "food."
Today however, we take great
pleasure in announcing our discovery
of a facility which may well silence the
traditional verbal and gastrointestinal
grumblings
Said facility is the "towers inn" or
restaurant portion of McDonald's
cafeteria Not only is the atmosphere a
welcome change of pace from infernal
and horrendous cues, the gourmet is

also offered a good, simple selection o(
well prepared food from which to
choose.
In addition, we found the service fast
and the prices about what we would
expect for such fare.
Those responsible (or the "towers
inn" are to be commended and let us
pray that this dessert oasis is
indicative of things upcoming from our
good ol' campus food service!
Mel VanAsdale
Norm Ferguson
Off enhauer Towers
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Sees chaotic consequences

Brown opposes tax repeal
ByScWtSiriln

sute Atty Gen William
Brown, in Bowling Green
yesterday lo help open the
Wood County Democratic
headquarters, at 219 N Main
St . said a repeal of the state
income tax would cause
'chaos
in
state
government."
Brown said a repeal would
cause financial problems for
many elementary
and
secondary schools around
the statr

Proponents of the repeal
are still attempting to get
enough valid signatures on

petitions to put the issue on
the November ballot.
HE SAID if the proposal to
repeal the income tax is
placed on the ballot and
approved, an increase in
the state sales tax would
probably be enacted by the
state legislature during the
next session
Commenting on recent
cases filed by his office.
Brown blamed the slate
legislature for not enacting
a strong conflict-of-interest
law
This law was recently
tested at Ohio University
where Fred Johnson, a

University trustee at the
time, was accused of
conflict-of-interest because
he owned an insurance
company that was selling
insurance to the university.
A state grand jury
relumed no indictments
against Johnson, but Brown
has filed a civil action
against him to take away the
profits made by Johnson.
"We've led the fight for a
strong
conflict-of-interest
law for a year and a half."
Brown
said.
"Our
legislature just does not
want to pass it."

BROWN SAID a decision
on whether or not people
should be prosecuted for
conflict-of-interest should be
left up to the county
prosecutor
Some of the county
candidates that
met
yesterday with Brown
include House Representative hopeful Bruce
Edwards, who is running
against
Delbert
Latta.
'Hi. Bill Artino. (D)
challenging Speaker of the
State
House
of
Representatives.
Charles
Kurfess iRl.
and Bob
Smith.
IDI
opposing

incumbent

Of the three county
commissioners seats, two
must be, filled Democrats
vying for the post are John
Ault and Franklin Radeloff
and Republicans are Charles
Brough and George Scott
Cloyce Mi i.nt in is the
Democratic nominee for
sheriff against Republican
Hav Coller

positions in the Pans peace talks.
Including
various
cease-fire
formulas

WASHINGTON 1AP1 - Backers of a
consumer agency bill yesterday
failed for a third time to halt an
opponent s filibuster, and they said
their measure, for practical
purposes, is dead for the year
The vote on cloture was beaten
again by a minority of senators since
the 52-30 tally was three short of the
necessary two-thirds present needed
lo close olf debate

Drug bribes
WASHINGTON iAPI - Two U.S.
immigration
inspectors
were
charged yesterday with taking some
$60,000 in bribes to allow more than 24
tons of marijuana and Vi pounds of
cocaine to enter California from
Mexico.
Extimated street value Is in excess
of $7.7 million.
A 27-count indictment returned in
U.S. District Court in San Diego
named Joseph M Byrne. 42. of Chula
Vista. Calif
and Walter W
ODonnell. 42, of El Cajon. Calif

S. Viet talks
WASHINGTON lAP) - Maj Gen
Alexander M I'aig Jr has returned
from Saigon to report lo President
Nixon on four days of secret
consultations with South Vietnamese
leaders
Nixon dispatched I'aig to Saigon
last week to meet with South
Vietnamese President Nguyen Van
Thieu and other officials
Details of his talks weren't
divulged, but they were believed to
have centered on U S.-Saigon

Senator.

Other local races include
Dan Spit lor IDI. incumbent
county prosecutor, against
John Cheetwood. now
municipal prosecutor, and
Shirley Miller IDI running
against Floyd LeGalley.
IRI. for Clerk of Courts

newsnoTes
Consumer bill

State

Paul till limit ■ ill ■

Auditor's probe
COLUMBUS I API - A state
auditor's investigation into possible
widespread welfare cheating was
ruled out yesterday but Auditor
Joseph T Ferguson said It indicates a
need for tighter controls

Ferguson reported the results of a
sampling of records in 14 counties to
see whether some welfare recipients
might be receiving alimony or child
support at the same time
A check was made into 813 cases of
possible duplicate payments but only
47--or 5 52 per cent-were proven

Watergate ban
WASHINGTON I API -U.S. District
Court Judge John J Sirica has prohibited any more statements about the
Watergate break-in and bugging case
by those connected with it.
Sen. George McGovern said he
doesn't think the ban applies to him.
but he would speak out anyway. "I
will not allow myself to be muzzled or
intimidated by any politically motivated directions from Richard
Nixon." he said.
Judge Sirica's ruling, issued Wednesday, applies to the Justice Department, the US attorney's office, the
FBI. other law enforcement
agencies, the seven defendants, all
witnesses and potential witnesses and
attorneys.

N. «tphele by lllipli W. hr.il

William

State Attorney General William Brown yesterday cut the
ribbon at ceremonies for the opening ol the Wood County
Democratic headquarters, 219 North Main St.

Brown

U.S., China talks hushed
UNITED NATIONS. N Y
lAFi - American and Chinese officials put a secrecy
cover over last night's
private dinner meeting of
Secretary of Stale William
P
Rogers and Deputy
Foreign Minister Chiao
Kuan hua of China
Diplomatic sources said
the dinner was scheduled at
the request of Rogers, but
American spokesmen would
neither confirm nor deny the
meeting, first such session
outside China since the
Peking summit Chinese officials took the same position
It was learned, however,
that ihe talks were expected
to last about two and onehalf hours and would involve
a general discussion ol U.S Peking relations and particularly the next steps in normalizing contacts between
the two nations
SOURCES
indicated
Vietnam also was a subject
Chiao wanted to bring up as

well as the status ol Amen
can relations with the Soviet
Union in the wake of President Nixon's meetings recently with Soviet Foreign
Minister
Andrei
A
tiromyko.
Yesterday was among the
most important days for

Kogers in his bilateral talks
during the current United
Nations General Assembly
Not only did he set the session with ihi.in he had what
a U S spokesman said was a
productive meeting with
Foreign
Minister
Mohammed
I'assan el

Zayyat of Kgypl
While stressing "that no
new ground was broken,
the V S official said the session was important because
it was
"a very quiet,
thoughtful almost philosophical discussion of problems in the Mideast "

The bull
k bold.
Nobody makes malt liquor
like Schlitz.
Nobody.

Fl 1 Is propel throughViet skies
SAIGON IAPI - US Fill fighterbomber units completed their move
from Nevada to Thailand yesterday
and the U S Command reported the
swing-wing jets' first missions over
North Vietnam after a six-day layoff
Although most of two squadrons of
Fills from Nellis Air Force Base had
reached Takhli Air Base, north of
Bangkok, by Wednesday, the command reported only two strikes
against the North overnight
The command acknowledged
publicly for the. first time that the
trouble-plagued. $15 million jets had
been withdrawn from combat after
onlv four missions One of the first

two planes to go out vanished, with
both crewmen missing
AN OFFICIAL U.S. memorandum
for correspondents said that because
of the plane's loss Sept. 28 "a
thorough
systems recheck was
accomplished during the period Sept
29-Ocl. 3 to insure that the systems
were functioning properly in the
Southeast Asian environment
The systems were proved to be
fully operational and the aircraft
were rescheduled for combat missions "
Several Fill strikes scheduled for
Tuesday night and Wednesday

The Domino People
are Pizza People,Period.

morning were canceled because of
bad weather associated with Typhoon
Lorna. the command claimed
Weather also was blamed for
cancellation of two missions on the
first day of Fl 11 operations.
THE Fills are billed as "allweather" fighter-bombers. During
the Tuesday-Wednesday period, less
sophisticated aircraft, such as F4
Phantoms, logged 120 strikes against
the North, although bad weather
limited them to about half the usual
number.
Asked to explain the cancellation
and why only two Wednesday-Thurs-

day strikes were flown when most of
the 47-plane contingent was already
in Thailand, a command spokesman
replied: "The weather conditions
where the Fills would have flown
were more severe than in the area
where the other aircraft were able to
fly"
ELECTRONICS systems on the
Fill and other "all-weather" strike
jets make them more accurate than
less advanced planes when bad
weather cuts down visibility and
buffets the aircraft But forces inside
thunderstorms are so violent thai no
existing plane can fly through them
with safety

We're
Years Young!

fV\jAAIKWC

,6,fi E

PIZZA

Ohio

-

Woo,,,r

lAJfVMlNv/j Bowling Green
352-5221

Pizza delivered hot.

Pizza delivered great.

Pizza delivered fast.

Pizza delivered free.

HOURS:
Sunday thru Thursday
Friday and Saturday

5:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m. to 2:00 o.m.

JOIN OUR

..lllifrrj

10% off - on everything in the store
Hummels. Tapestries. Tea Sets
Collector Plates. Silverware. Clocks

DOMINO'S
MENU

Good thru Saturday

Special Anniversary Drawings

Our Superb Cheese Pizza
12-inch Regular Pizza
16-inch Super Pizza

$1.55
$2.50

Additional Items
Ham
Olives
Mushrooms
Green Peppers
Onions
Bacon
12-inch Regular Pizza

16-inch Super

Pepperoni
Ground Beef
Frtsh Sauioge

each 30c
each 50c

Friday — a $20 B+G Olympis Plate (made in Denmark)
Saturday — a $19 Tapestry from Italy
Saturday — a $30 1972 Hummel Plate

19/.' lot St hid/ Brewing Co Milwiukt-i- ,i«d other fti\ cities

1975 COULD
FIND YOU JUST
ANOTHER
COLLEGE GRAD
ORAJR.EXECIN
MANAGEMENT.
If you re a young man of woman with 2 academic years remaining either at
the undergraduate or graduate level, you can apply for entry in the Air Force's
2-year ROTC program, offered on college campuses all across the country. If you
qualify, you'll receive a $100 a month, nontaxable subsistence allowance. And on
graduating, you'll receive an officer's commission in the Air Force. Also, the Air
Force is offering hundreds of scholarships in the Air Force ROTC 2-year program
paying full tuition; lah expenses; incidental fees; a textbook allowance and the
same $ 100 each month, tax free. For more information, mail in the coupon today.
Or, call 800-6)1-1972 toll free." Enroll in the Air Force ROTC, and get your
future off the ground.
"In New Jersey call 800-962-2803

REGISTER ALL WEEK AT...

Our DeLuxe Pizza—Pepperoni, Mushrooms, ..
Horn, Green Pepper, Onion
12-inch Regular Pizza
$2.75
16-inch Super Pizza
$4.50

~^^^^^2-NR-102~]

US AIR K*CE REQUITING SERVICE
l>IRKT( IRATE C+AhVTRTISINClRSAV)
RANltX 111 AIR K»( E RASE. TEXAS ?8I«

Winner need not be present

Tlciw lend nu- moll tnlin in.ii..11 ..„ An face ROTC I>yttr|«wa

I
Ij
I

DMeitflmh

Name

fc>

rliMiiM
City

-Si.tU'-

a.

PMC .iH'>r.iJujlK>n_

Soft drinks also available.

j
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Fifth discussion free form

'Expand' with growth group
By Deoati Seedi
Sufi Reporter

^

A new type ol growth
group program will be
offered this quarter by the
Counseling
Center,
according to Dr David
Hathaway.
Counseling
Center psychologist, who
will direct the group
The program will include
tour introductory sessions

"THESE BOIL down to
three
subjects."
Dr.
I.'athaway said. "One. what
is going on with me: two.
what you think or imagine is
going on with me; and three,
what is going on between
us."
Dr. Hathaway said this is
the first time he has
conducted a free form group
as such In the past he has
conducted groups on just one

Starting with the fifth
session, there will be no
particular focal point for
discussion The meetings
will be free form, open to
any topic
Dr Ifathaway called the
tree lorm sessions "the true
growth group " IV said at
these meetings, and ideally
with all growth groups,
there will be three basictypes of interactions.

lobbying forget' denied
COLUMBUS i AIM
The
office ol Gov John J
Cjlligan denied yesterday
that he had been the "target
oC a successful lobbying
effort" against a national
ne-fault insurance bill
toe governor was out ol
town but his press

secretary.
Robert
Tenenbaum. took exception
to references to the
governor
in consumer
advocate Ralph Nader's new
book.
'Who
Runs
Congress'1'
Tenenbaum said (iilligan
was on record as being a

"strong supporter" of nofault insurance.
Gilligan was described in
the book as among state
officials who were "brought
into the battle against nofault on the side of the
American Trial Lawyers
Association."
Tenenbaum did not
dispute the book's claim that
Gilligan had written a letter
to Sen. Robert Talt, Jr. (ROhiol citing statistics that
matched those in a
memorandum put out by
Allstate Insurance Co., a
strong opponent of no-fault.

J 2 G PIZZA PALACE

NOW OPEN

particular focal point for the
whole quarter, such as the
"games people play."
This quarter, the sessions
will be held each Thursday
beginning Oct 12 from 2-5
p.m. in the Counseling
Center
According
to
Dr.
I.'athaway. the topics for the
sessions will be as follows:
Session one:
sensoryawakening exercises.
Session two non-verbal
communication
Session three:
selfexpression.
Session four
games
people play
Sessions
live
to
conclusion: Open topicInterested persons should
contact Dr I.'athaway. The
group will be limited to
about 30 participants
"THE GROUP will offer
people a chance to get to

Swap coupons
through SBO
Students may buy or sell
extra meal coupon books
through the Student Body
Organization.
Kris Eridon. coordinator
for the Student housing
Association, said students
who desire to find either a
buyer or a seller may sign
up for an exchange at 405
Student Services Bldg
"The new program
basically serves the same
purpose as putting up signs
in the cafeteria." Kridon
said
"It's just an
alternative"

-DINING ROOM
- HOMEMADE PIZZA
li

YOU'VE TRIED THE
REST THIS TIME
THE BESTr

INCRUSTIO IETIIRS
BLACK ONYX

Si
• Silv.r
IOK T.IUw CM

know other
persons,
appreciate them, as well as
learn about themselves."
Or Hathaway said.
He compared this free
form plan to the Growth
Room, a project the
Counseling Center has
conducted
for several
quarters.
The Growth Room project
is held from 1-5 p.m. on
Tuesdays
under the
direction of Dr. James
Guinan
Any interested
person can come to 320
Student Services Bldg at
any time during meeting
hours
ANOTHER service the
Counseling Center has
recently begun is the l.'AMHAC program The initials
stand for l.'ear About Majors
and Read About Careers
This program includes a
room where students can
hear tapes complied by
department heads about
subject majors Also, books,
pamphlets
and
catalogs
about careers are available

Dr

Hathaway,

who

il c v i s e d
non-verbal
exercises for freshman
orientation leaders this
year, said the project will be
continued next year, with
some refinements
Pe said this year some
leaders did not follow the
script provided and were not
as successful as those who
did

N.~tphoio by Jc.ph W Oarwol
The art of hondblown glass ornaments it one of the most
BOUblCS

fascinating around—just at long at the wind doesn't blow.
But be careful—if you break 'em, you take 'em.

WBGU to air VD shows
WBGU-TV. Channel 70.
will air an hour-long
program.
"VD Blues."
hosted by Dick Cavett. on
Monday. Oct. 9. at 8 p.m.
The show is part of an effort
to launch a national
venereal disease awareness
campaign
"VD Blues' is made up of
a series of dramalic

vignettes and songs
explaining the genesis,
development, dangers and
prevention
of venereal
diseases, which are
reaching
epidemic
proportions throughout the
United Stales
The nationally televised
program will be followed by
a local special "VD is

i'll. I '" ■"■ ' ■

Paving To Say You're
Sorry." at 9 p m featuring
I'hil Donahue, host of a
discussion show aired on
television
stations
throughout the Midwest
DONAHUE WILL present
introductory remarks for
the VvBGUTV-produccd follow-up program
Viewers may call in
questions during either the

national or local program to
354-1281. 354-1671. or 3541881 The calls will not be
put on the air and will
remain
confidential
Physicians and other
experts will man the phones
WBGU TV received a 850
grant from the 3M Company
In aid in Us local production
The national program was
also made possible by a
grant from 3M.

$1190
•Ml

Positions are
available for
University boards
& committees
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DELIVERY - 353-8565
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Quelqu'un est la prochaine victime. Quelgu'un est
I'assassin. On vous met au defi de deviner lequel.

■II n'y a rien comme un bon
let der film policier-et 'Sans
mobile evident' est
justement cela."

JEAN-LOUIS TRINTIGNANT
DOMINIQUE SANDA
STEPHANE AUDRAN
i M« », mmrft rnnu
Mutonjiwelb. Itilkltili

-ANS
. MOBILE
APPARENT

After the WrW murder la committed, no on*

*

It's tin* perfod nutumnday i
mi tiny, but crisp and cool,
with the smell of burning
leaves and Uu* culms of
changing foliage. A great
afternoon for getting Into
the moot) of the aeason and
carving out thai pumpkin.
And even though it's "that
time*' of the month, you're
feeling really happy, with a
smile as broad as the pumpkin's. Because you QM
have the comfortable PffB
feeling of Tampa\ C£j
tampons' internal sanitary
protection. And the confident feeling you get because
Tampax tampons free you
from irritation, odor and
Worries. Comfort, freedom
and confidence are important to yon and to women all
over the world, so it's no
Wonder more women trust
Tampax tampons to help
keep them smiling.

Our only inMrv&l n protecting you

IW.in Cr.u. NBC IV

Interviews

Put a smile
on that
pumpkin

Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday (Oct. 9, 10, 11)
Between 7.00-9 00P.M
405 Student Services Bldg.

No Sign-Up Necessary

SALE
O'dell Tank Sale
Sept. 30-Oct. 14
"Lib and let lib" in w-i-d-e
bells for junior sizes.
Pants may be sensible on a man...but
they're sensational on you! Especially
these fun sabu pants from "H.I.S. for
Her"...they have all the extras an individualist like you wants: extra wide
flaring leg (36"!) and extra low rise.
The fabric? Pretty blue cotton denim.
Junior sizes 5 through 13. *9.

LASALLETS

5"'gal
10
15
20
29
55
125

$4.95
5.65
8.95
11.95
17.95
54.95
159.95

"THE HUTCH
PET SHOP"
521 S. PROSPECT, 354-9603
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Financial
assistance
applicants

Popular culture: 'new religion'
By Doaf Hughes

COLUMBUS. (API - The
number of college students
applying for financial help
through the Ohio Student
Loan Commission
has
dropped 10 per cent
Robert
Zeigler.
the
commission's executive
director, said the drop was
caused by confusion over a
federal regulation which
took effect July 1 and then
was temporarily suspended
by Congress
The new law required that
the financial background of
the parent of student
applicants be invesiigated
and that college officials
specify the amount they
think should be loaned
PREVIOUSLY,
when
students
applied
at
cooperating banks for loans,
the college aid officer
merely had to certify that
the student had been
admitted and was in good
scholastic standing
Zeigler
called
the
resulting
confusion
extreme'" I'e said many
prospective college students
took jobs or made other
plans
The new provision in the
law was suspended until
March 1.1973

Newipholo by Jot»ph W. Dorwal

Barbara Stern, senior (Ed.), let* the cat out
of the bag in front of the Union. On warm
autumn afternoons, wo all need a breath of
froth oir.

Popular
culture
is
creating a new religion by
"re-mythologizing" American culture, said
Dr
Marshall Fishwick. president of the Popular Culture
Association
Dr Fishwick addressed
students
Wednesday
night, in an illustrated lecture sponsored by the Center
of Popular Culture entitled
"Mine Eyes Pave Seen the
Glory
Viewing Popular
Culture"
Dr Fishwick. professor of
art and history, is the chairman of the division of
humanities at Lincoln University, in Pennsylvania.
Among his former students
are such notables as Tom
Wolfe, author of Electric
Kool-aid Acid Test." and
Roger Mudd. of CBS news
Discussing the responsible
goals of popular culture. Dr.
Fishwick said it was time
American people slopped
living their lives as American media tell them lo
"WE HAVE to come to
terms with the revolution of
undigested information and
overexpansion that's upon

AAeany gaining support
By the Associated Press
AFL-CIO
President
George Meany yesterday
appeared to have more
support than rebellion from
state labor groups on a
policy of neutrality in the
presidential campaign and
his orders to stop urging the
defeat of President Nixon
"Meany's right, and over
the years he'll be proven
right.'' said President
Benjamin Dorsky of the
Maine state AFL-CIO
' There's too much
divisiveness in the labor
movement over Democratic
Presidential
nominee
George McGovern and
Nixon." Dorsky said
Most other state AFL-CIO
leaders contacted echoed
similar support for Meany.
although several renewed
appeals that the 13 6-millionmember labor federation's
executive council reconsider
its policy of neutrality and
switch to an endorsement of
McGovern

MEANY remained silent,
showing no sign of changing

his position Pe has sought
to place the Colorado state
AFL-CIO group under
trusteeship for endorsing
McGovern and reportedly
has ordered at least a half
dozen other state labor
bodies who did not endorse
McGovern. but urged defeat
of Nixon, to rescind
resolutions to
"dump
Nixon "
The Massachusetts AFLCIO Wednesday approved a
resolution urging defeat of
Nixon, but state council
president Joseph A Sullivan
said he had received no
official reprimand from
AFL-CIO headquarters in
Washington
If he does get a reprimand
from Meany. "I'll tell him to
put it in writing." Sullivan
said, and then refer it to the
next meeting of the state
executive committee
THE NATIONAL AFLCIO lost a bid in federal
court in Denver to suspend
Colorado AFL-CIO officers
and
put
that
state
organization
under
trusteeship, but Meany

UAO
BOWLING LEAGUES

issued a statement calling
the court order "erroneous"
and said that it would not
affect AFL-CIO actions in
other cases
Meany also issued a
statement deploring
vesterdav's House action

killing a minimum wage
hike, and accused the Nixon
administration of spear
heading the move This was
viewed in labor circles as a
move to
show
labor
members that Meany still
sharply opposes many Nixon
policies on labor matters

DELTA TAU DELTA
SUNDAY 7-9 P.M.

RUSH SMOKER
EAST SIDE
FRATERNITY ROW

us," Dr Fishwick said "In
order to solve our problem,
we need a large dose of
pragmatism "
Quoting Carl Pearse. a
17lh century American
philosopher. Dr Fishwick
said. •' a true pragmatist
turns his back resolutely and
once and for all on old habits
dear to professors and professionals
"The pragmatist turns toward
concreteness,
adequacy, fact, action and
power This is what we
should be studying in popular culture," he said "Our
course is clearly marked, if
only we will take it "
THE FAULT with most
people is their inability to
perceive clearly, he said
"For every 1.000 people
that can talk, there is one
person that can think And
for every 1.000 people that
can think, there is one person that can see." he said
Very few people ever KC
the culture in which they
live
"The eye is an adjunct of
the mind In other words.
the eye sees what the mind
wants it to." said Dr Fish
wick
People in Qcorgll dOn'l

see segregation People who
are well fed don't see
hunger And people in Germany didn't see Nazism "
Dr Fishwick was also
concerned about the enormous lack of information
that Americans have about
their past
"Although your generation has a great deal in com
inon with your great grand
fathers las far as work
habits and manners of
dressi. most people in this
room probably don't even
know their great grandfather's name or place of
growing up
"We must examine his
lorical documents instead of
theses in order to discover

what America has been like
for the last 100 years There
are all kinds of new theories
that can be worked out if
only we have the courage to
do this very tedious work
'ALTHOUGH popular
culture is about now. now is
meaningless without then."
said Dr Fishwick
We have to find out how
to make America work
again, and what has
happened to the American
work ethic
"In the past there were
companies in which there
were no strikes for 40 years,
and in which less than one
per cent ever quit These are
just some of the things we
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20% OFF any Mouse in reg. stock
Cottons. Polyesters, and Knits

DUSTIN HOFFMAN

50c and I.D.

LITTLE BIG MAN
Fri. and Sat., Oct. 6 and 7 in U. Hall
Short plus Cartoons 6:30 and 9:30

UAO. CAMPUS FLICKS

THE LUCKEY GIGOLO
Formerly Sycamore Crove
10 minutes from B.G.

■ hrvrhun m '' miip'. <
i in flam JMI l,i,.. atrff.

Populjlion Plannini anaciatli
' 105 Ninth Columbia
I Chapel Mill. N C J7JI4
I Plena lull! ma to plain package
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Blouse Sale Fri. & Sat. only

FAYE DUNAWAY

At last....
contraceptives

don't understand about the
past " The lecture included slides depicting the
American worker and companies built during the work
ethic era 11900-World War
II
Following the slides was a
presentation of television
commercials featuring such
favorites as the Pillsbury
Doughboy and Colonel
Sanders
"I'm confident these will
show you how the media
tells people to run their
lives." Dr Fishwick said.
.
"How can we again make
1
America work' " he asked.
"I don't know the answer to
that I only know the question "

Thursday Night

Friday and Saturday Nite

2 for 1 - Live Band

Live Band

t

This Week Featuring

-I

i*

Wild Man Terry Smith
& Rayen Wood

Band 'til 2:00
Open and serving 'til 2:30
0>*ttiU
Help Wanted

•A

STARTING
Oct. 11 - MENS
Oct. 16-WOMENS
Oct. 17 - COUPLES

male mom

:
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ALL LEAGUES BEGIN AT 6:30 P.M.
IN THE BUCKEYE BOOM OF
THE UNIVERSITY UNION

SIGN UP IN UAO OFFICE,
3rd FLOOR OF UNION

*

HOWARD JOHNSONS
4

Invites You To Visit

m

THE RUM KEG

•
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Now Appearing Mon.-Sat.

RICH AMBROSE
2 for 1 Double Bubble Hours
are 4 'til 8 every night

College Night is Sunday
East Wooster

WIT'

YEARBOOK POI "^

SIGN UP AT THE KEY OFFICE
310 STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING OR CALL 372-2140
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Economic balance essential

Latin leaders look to future
BOSTON (API • Kour
South Ameriran political
leaders agreed yesterday
that their continent's future
depends on the balance
between economic growth
and (air distribution of the
wealth among the people
The former presidents of
Chile and Columbia, along
with a former Brazilian
planning minister and a
former United Nations
official, spoke at the opening
session of a two-day round
table discussion at Boston

University's Center for
Latin American Development Studies.
Building
the LatinAmerican economy, they
said, was complicated by
the emergence of a
politically powerful middle
class that is keeping the
wealth from filtering down
to the poverty-stricken
masses.
"EVERYBODY from left
to right agrees that there
cannot be a solution to the

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NITE • SIM — ID'S REQUIRED!
SUNDAY - OPENING Til. 1 P.M. — ADULTS SI DA

STAMVM
■Of Nmil AM) MOST COWMTMU
t c* Luxumr INTIHTAMMNTI

•*n!

Air-Conditioned For Your Comfort

HELD OVER - 2nd SMASH WEEK!
NOW

In/30 9 30

Sat t Sun ? Ii 3 SO 6 40 1 30 9 30

economic problems without
an accumulation of capital."
said Kduardo Km. former
president of Chile.
"Without accumulation of
capital." he said, "we would
not be able to resolve the
problems of development
and employment."
The former president of
Colombia, Carlos Lleras
Restrapo, said what is
needed is a balance
"between the accumulation
of capital and the reduction
of extreme poverty."
"The problem." he said,
"is how to accommodate a
great mass of unemployed
and a greater mass of people
with little income The case

CUT
THIS
OUT
3538555

of extreme poverty is the
case of many Latin
American countries."
Roberto Campos, former
minister of planning in
Brazil, said: "The love-hate
relationship of
Latin

Mead to talk
on eco crisis
"Environmental
Crisis:
Trwp or Promise," an
address by anthropologist
Margaret Mead, will be
aired over WBGU-FM at 8
p.m. this Sunday.
Dr Mead will speak at the
Ford Hall Forum in Boston.
The address will be carried
live over the Njtional Public
Radio (NPR) network
Dr. Mead, 71, was named
"Outstanding Woman in the
Twentieth Century" in IMS
by Nationwide Women
Editors.
She also writes a monthly
column
for
Redbook
magazine and has made
scientific expeditions to
Samoa and New Guinea.

WELCOME
BACK
STUDENTS

Campus
Republicans
Headquarters

VARSITY
LANES

320 Williams
Hall

?4 BRUNSWICK
I ANFS
Rll IIARDS
WCKTAH LOUNGE

Bill Fruth, Campus
RtrAiblican Campaign
Chairman

1033 S.MainSt.
Ph. 352-5247

the Newest Campus Styles are at

America towards the United
States is becoming
somewhat more sedate."
"THE UNITED Stales has
suffered some constructive
humiliations," he said,
"such as not knowing how to
solve inflation or the
balance of payments deficit.
"This," Campos said,
"has made the United States
somewhat more lovable"
Restrapo of Colombia said
Latin Americans should
decide whether they want
capitalism or socialism.
whether other methods of
raising capital can obtain
greater results and whether
to
redistribute
income
through the tax system, or
whether we should go to the
roots of inequity to make
change."

Oxford House

Cop*

'.' Gen I

UJIUU-

1 Strained pathetic
effect.
7 Adulterate.
13 Printing, press.
14 First-rate:
Colloq.
lb Dressed.
17 Spanish political
party.
IB York or Devon.
19 Intermediary.

21

1 Tubhed.

strike.

22 Impel*.
23 t.ii.inl
24 Sloping surface.

25 Brink.

31 (>ive up office.
33 "Golden Age"
Mel soprano.
34 Comment.
35 Miraculous food,
in Exodus.
36 Distinguished
group.
37
38
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Air.
Hydrangea.
Sheet of glass.
Annoyance.
Polo.
Indian.
F.skimo garment.
Actor Welles.
Positive ,
photograph.
Cracker.
Musical treats.
Chanted.
Classes,
M.ik.
amends.

Admission - 2.00
:

Only ' >M'> r 14 kols Avnilahlr thrsl mmr h i i
Pickets on sal* at 405 Student S.rvlc.s Bldg.|
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ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS PUZZLE

*;wn.:s)ps;
M A t

I N-D Ell,

Distinction.
Musical work.
Public MtMffej,
Perfume basis.
Saint
Davila.
Bearlike.
Tea rakes.

1ST

41 Sharpened.
43 Vellum.
44 Very: Mus.
46 Pile to be
burned.
4"> Style: Fr.
51 Insect.

CAMPUSCALENDAR
Friday Get 6.1972

Custom
sewing,
alterations,
mending
Experienced,
low
rates,
satisfaction
guaranteed
Carol. 318 Wallace after
5pm
WANTED

Geology Club. 70 Overman. Noon Dr Ron Seavoy will
take on Stromatilic limestone of the Great Slave l,ake
Area. Northwest Territory. Canada
Saturday Oct 7.1972

Chess Club. 9am-4pm Commuter tenter. Moseley Hall
Chess lessons 9-10am each Sat Everyone welcome

Volunteers to work on i i IMPhone Call 352-7587
Wanted to buy • nice big
guitar amp In good shape $2
MOO Call Ken 353-4754
I want to make a film If you
want to help me call Rob at

I Nil
PERSONALS

University Red Cross. 9pm. 2nd floor lounge. Student
Services Bldg Organizational meeting, everyone welcome
Student Council (or Exceptional Children. 8pm. 210 Math
Science Ms McMillan Instructional Resource It Media
will speak Everyone welcome

Sheltie-Telomian
puppies
need a home IU .si Dog
Lab 372 2130 or 352-6284
DON'T
FORC.ET
Cl
FRIDAY L SAT NIGHT
LIVE BAND

UNcoming is coming
Sailing Club. 7pm. 203 Hayes Hall
7pm.

Journalism

School

Lounge.

Monday Oet 9.1972
Women's Flag Football entries due, 4pm. 201 Women's
Bldg
BG School ol Sell Defense.
Forum. Student Services Bldg

LOST
Please help bring him home
Lg male cat solid gray with
white spot on chest May be
wearing rawhide cord bell
REWARD 362-0447

:

J.

BBJ |

~~*m>~ CLASSIFIED —««*«•

Sigma Delta Chi.
University Hall

GRAND BALLROOM-UNIVERSITY UNION

M

32
S3
34
35
37
it
40

Omega Phi Alpha, Ipm. Alumni Room. Union

Sunday Oct. 15,1972-9:00 p.m.

■1
hi

*

1

:

31 Telling.

Sunday Oct 8.1972

George Carlin

1
u

u

11 City SE of I os
Angeles.
12 Cau-c
Ii Milliard -hot
15 Frame on which
cloth is
stretched.
20 Term in
genetics.
24 Great American
humanitarian.
26 Listen!
27 Swiss canton.
29 Exhaust.
30 Bowling alley.

26 Female of the
red deer.
27 Oar.
28 Verse.
30 Thinner.

■

M

I*

1

18

2 Performing art.
3 Phrase for the
common people.
4 Leases.
5 United.
6 Soothing.
7 Prolect.
8 Large*! African
antelope.
V Encircling road.
10 Oriental
potentate.

Rugby Club. Ipm. Poe Ditch Memorial Field (Sterling
Farm*

Presents

to

111

Sale Ends Saturday Oct. 7th

CULTURAL BOOST

\

IJ

DOWN

Women's Field Hockey Weekend. Valley Farm. Mich All
interested girls, see Miss Durentini

434 E. Wooster - Dairy Queen Bldg. by the Tracks

I

(nip

ACROSS

We Have Baggies, Shirts and Sweaters
TO GET YOUR LA YERED LOOK TOGETHER

Slat* Attorney General William Brown yottoraay discuuod
atpodt of th* Wood County campaign with local voters.

quarters

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

50
52
53
54
55

the

N.w.ph.1. by J«..ph W Dorwol

Head-

RIDES

7-9pm

Count* Auto Club 414 E
Wooster
2
students to
work
weekends If you can t work
most weekends and if you
can't care about your job.
don't waste my time Apply
in person only, no phone
calls
accepted
Urn's
Restaurant
Rock drummer wanted Call
372-1983 or 372-1986

Ride needed Athens Ohio
any wk-ed 372-4792 Gary

Help
wanted
female
waitresses full or part-time
Apply in person between 25pm LunTs Restaurant

Part-time help needed Must
have
Automobile
Club
experience in Domestic or
world travel Contact Wood

Tt' PEP RALLY cancelled
due to Pre-UN-coming 72
preparation

Student Services

Ride to Dayton nearly every
Friday - 2 30 or earlier ph
Bedford Boston 2-2253

HELP WANTED

Angel Flight pre rush roller
skating party - Sophomore
girls only - Oct 12. 7-9pm rides available Look for
flyers in dorms

SERVICES OFFERED
PRIMARY COLORS BEST
IN BG MUSIC FOR ANY
OCCASION. CALL TIM 3545103

Omega Phi Alpha. Service
sorority, cordially invites all
second quarter frosh and
upperclass women to its
general information night on
Sunday Oct 8 at 8pm. Alumni
Room. Union
DONT FORGET 2 for I.
and 3 for 1 NIGHT WITH
LIVE BAND TONIGPT AT

It is now time to make
reservations lor leu .ii tM
C.I
Give .i gill Mtj YOU can. J
natural color portrait Call
Pager Studios
Nyssa is pinned to Runktc
They're truck n on for two
Keep right on DetU
Don t forget C I HAPPY
HOURS Frl M Sal *-.
Congratulations
as
pin
mates. Chuck and Tom
Brothers of Delta Tau

excellent

gas

72 VW must sell only 7000
mi 124 Psych Ug 352*345
N Camaro,
v-8.
auto.
power steering radio Must
sell Call 352-O0K!
65 Dodge, good condition
reasonable price Call 3525793

FOR SALE OK RENT

I F rmte in I bdrm apt
$67 50 mo Call Liz 352-7413
after 5

Ideal mascot talking parrot
blue & gold macaw with
stand 352-0540

Need I man tor 2 bdrm apt.
641 3rd St apt 5 352-6816

Apt size couch and matching
chair Red print exc cond
$40 or best offer 354 7951
Also small puppy free to
good home
Dinette set w 6 chairs Good
condition Very reasonable
354-8841
RCA
stereo
system
imodular series* 50 watt
amp and 2 speakers Wood
grain
finish
in
good
condition Cost $200 new will sell for best offer Call
Rick at 288-5475 after 6pm
STEREO COMPONENTS
wholesale prices, all major
brands, also TV's Call 372
4107

VATAN's third anniversary
• Everything ui the store 10 . off 100 N Main

Potters kick wheel brand
new $175 or best offer 3525743 Keep trying

Scuba Club Organisational
meeting
elections
discussions of this year's
events' Sunday. October 8.
7 30pm. Taft Room. Union

1964 Chevy Corvair van
Good
running
order
Insulated mags, new tires
The Hutch Pet Shop 521 S
Prospect 354-9603

FOR

Opel,

Zenith 19 port B&W TV 2
yrs old Call after 5pm 352
6296

8-track stereo tapes. $3 50
each Call 354-1835 or 3720286 weekdays for catalog

SAM B'S IS OPEN
LUNCH ll-lpm

1968

milage Need money call
in tni

1 letiule rmate needed for 2
bedroom Campus Manor
Apt Call 352-5550

THE C.I,

DONT FORGET 2 for I,
and 3 lor 1 NIGHT WITH
LIVE BAND AT THE C I

days 352-0946 nights

69 Malibu 2 hrdtp 4-speed
pr-steer. bucket seats.small'
350
Call 352-6296
arter
5pm

m MGB excellent 655 3001

Wanted F grad roommate
$70 mo 218 Thurstin Manor
HottM for rent $100 no lease
il preferred Close to school
on W Wooster C Pay util.
garage avail Call late or
early 823-6449 C.ordon
WINTROP
TERRACE
SOUTH
still
has an
apartment to fit vour needs
Starting:
from
145 mo
Office at Winthrop South
phone 352-2561
For rent
girls room
Separate kitchen and bath
354-2561
GREENVIEW APTS I and 2
br apts 9 and 12 mo leases
Pool, rec and laundry rooms
sauna bath and exercise
room Ox Roast Serious,
but swinging management
352 1195
Unfurnished 2 bdrm apt
Pas appliances. 9 or 12
month lease available See
anytime at 839 4th St no 1
or call 352-9318 between 48pm
VICTOR APARTMENTS
If you thought we were
rotten last year rent from
us again' Rats are taking us
over and the offer still
stands to study bubonic
plague
Iree
Call
Rick
Graham ph 352-5903

Friday, Ocfbr6, 1*73, Th. MO Mvw*/Pwg« 7

Autumn hemp harvest
requires 'joint' effort
WINCHESTER. Ky 1AP1
- The marijuana is ready for
harvest in Kentucky this fall
and there's no shortage of
young volunteers for the
work
The
"harvest'' is a
headache, though, for the
stale s legitimate farmers,
its law officers and courts.
Hemp, the marijuana

plant, was for decades a
legitimate crop grown to
make rope. During World
War II. the government paid
farmers to grow it. Now
farmers can get subsidies to
kill it.
TODAY, it probably ranks
as the state's leading
underground'' crop

A hard to-eradicate weed,
the marijuana grows wildly
on farms along roadsides
railroads and back lots. A
patch was recently removed
from a city park in
Lexington
The search for the
marijuana has sent people,
mostly young and from out
of state, flocking to the

WBGU to host call line
"Public Advocate." a special feature of
WBGU-TV, Channel 70. will be aired at 5:30
p.m . Monday through Friday, to assist
persons who have problems with anyone
from a government official to a noisy
neighbor
Citizens can call the Public Advocate'' at
WBGU-TV. 372-2676 The station will then
make contacts with companies, agencies or
people who can help resolve the specific
difficulties
Those persons wanting information on a
particular product or company can also

make requests through this service
ALL PROBLEMS and requests for
information will be investigated, and those of
particular interest to the public will be aired
on the "Update" program.
"Update" consumer affairs editor. Randy
Little, will also include in the program any
and all environmental and consumeroriented information, plus take a look at
individual product advertising in the viewing
area and give helpful tips to the citizen in
general.

II1311
III 1311

fields
Farmers have
spotted them tramping
through the fields day and
night and driving along
roadways at a snail's pace,
eyes on the roadside ditches
Clark County Judge
Dorsey P. Curtis says some
farmers, spotting cars on
their property, will block the
driveway and call the police.
MILES OF fields and a
limited number of lawmen
to patrol them have made
the job difficult
Judge Curtis said he has
had about 35 cases this year.
He said most of those
arrested are between 18 and
25 and. I'd say half come
from out of slate "
He cited cases of
offenders from New York.
Ohio. Illinois. North and
South Carolina.
Hemp has been growing in
Kentucky for hundreds of
years, but authorities say it
was only about two years
ago that the word spread.
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Football
fever

It i football favor timo. Student* in front of Offonhauor East throw tho
pigskin around during a quick game of touch football which anticipation
mounts for tho big game between
Bowling
Groan
and Toledo
Univoriity tomorrow night.

McGovern greets Clevelanders

Newrohete by JlM.h W. Perwel
NCW

Can hove probably boon parkod in front of tho Union for as
long as anyono can remember—illegally. Parking spaces were
finally painlod around tho union oval in hope* of alleviating
some of tho crowded campus parking conditions.

titieS

CLEVELAND (API Hammering away at the
Nixon
administration's
foreign
policy
as
"unconscious isolationism."
Democratic
presidential
candidate
Sen.
George
McGovern
yesterday
presented a vision of a
harmonious world created
by an American policy he
called "a new internationalism "
Addressing
about a
thousand
persons,
who
turned out in a downtown
Cleveland department store
auditorium for a City Clubsponsored forum.
McGovern concentrated on
Nixon's foreign policy
during his speech He later
turned to criticism of the
Nixon record at home during
a question and answer
period which followed the
address.
MCGOVERN
was
scheduled to spend the bulk
of the afternoon in "private

A world of ups 'n'downs
By Jim Stevenson
Associated Press Writer
CLEVELAND IAPI - It
can be tough, sometimes,
covering a presidential
candidate
particulars
when the candidate's elevator goes up and yours goes
down-along with about 40
other newsmen,
photographers and television
cameramen
The newsmen sunk two
floors in Cleveland yesterday, settled to a stop at the
bottom of the elevator shaft
after they had planned to

be lifted to the tenth floor of
a department store to cover
what was described as the
major foreign policy statement of George McGovern's
campaign
SEN.
MCGOVERN
apparently aware of the
newsmen s plight in the
stalled elevators,
didn't
start his address until the
press arrived.
McGovern and his campaign staff had gone up a
nearby elevator moments
before the press lift stalled
and sank

OOPS SORRY!

Television
cameramen
turned on their lights, photographers snapped pictures
and reporters interviewed
each other
Later, as it became
apparent there was no
immediate exit from the
elevator, reporters began to
sing. "We Shall Overcome."

Then power was restored
and the elevator was raised
to the basement level.
Reporters helped force
the doors open and were
shuttled onto other elevators-in small groups in
make the trip back upstairs,
a delay of about 12 minutes

Anyone interested in the
continued existence of BGSU
Flying Club please come

Taft Room, Union

BG NEWS MISTAKE

HUTCH TANK SALE
GOOD TILL
OCT. 14

8 P.M. Wed.
Oct. 11,1972

time" before appearances
with publishers and editors
of foreign language
newspapers, at a meeting of
Cleveland community
leaders, and a private fund
raising meeting before
leaving the city for Chicago
at about 9 IS p.m
McGovern called Nixon's
Indochina war policies and
his dealing with allies "sixgun diplomacy" and a
failure to deal realistically
with international issues
"The kind of interventionism I would favor as president would be agricultural
and technical assistance .
in concert with other nations
and through multilateral
institutions "
McGovern
rejected
traditional concepts of
balance of power for
creating peace, dismissing
them as "naive" and
outdated But he stressed.
"I believe in the concept of
the nuclear deterrent "

APPLAUSE greeted his

repeated promise that "my
first act of American
foreign
policy
on
inauguration day must be.
and will be. an immediate
and total end to our
involvement
in the
Indochina war."
And he quoted Hit-hard
Nixon in 1968 as saying.

'Falcon Crush'
buttons on sale
Representatives for the
Charities Board are selling
"Falcons Orange Crush"
buttons for 25 cents in 405
Student Services Bldg .
according to Lynette Music,
senior
(Ed I and cochairman
The funds collected will be
given to charity Music said
it will be decided which
organizations receive the
money after the Mardi Gras
celebration this winter
She also said students can
donate the money to the
charity of their choice

"Those who have had a
chance lor four years and
could not produce peace,
should not be given another
chance
In what aides called his
most definitive statement on
foreign policy so far in the
campaign.
McGovern
concluded. "In the final
analysis, our foreign policy
is no more than who and
what we are as a free
people
"HOW

WE live in the

neighborhoods
and
communities ol America
will determine how we live
with our international
neighbors and in the broader
world community."
Later.
answering
questions from
the
audience.
McGovern
attacked Nixon's labor arid
economic policies at home
as he continued to stress
those issues in Ohio's
heavily urban and labor
oriented northeast

Art has been
history's greatest salesman

SPECIAL
TEE'S
DON'T
FORGET
YOUR
(BEAT TOLEDO)
TEE-SHIRT
PRINTED
WHILE-U-WAIT
The B.G. News now can and
will provide illustration for
your advertisements.

THE DEN

— DANCE TO THE —

PRIMARY COLORS

MUDDY WATERS
"IS THE BLUES"

EVERY

THUR. FRI. 5 SAT.
2 for 1
COVER
[ MEN $1.00

In concert

Monday, Oct. 9,1972
9 p.m. - Grand Ballroom

ENLARGED DANCE FLOOR
REMODELING IS FINISHED
SORRY FOR LAST THUR NIGHT

<>

BACHELORS III .MIS. MAIN
WOOBBBOOBBOOOBPBBBBUMml

, ,

Sponsored by:

Student Activities
Cultura| Boost
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Opposite streaks
on line at Toledo
By !>»■ Casscday
Asslstut Sports Editor

Pride and a winning slreak will be on
Ihe line when Bowling Green visits
arch-rival Toledo tomorrow at 7 30
p m (or a Mid-American Conference
clash in Ihe Glass Bowl
The pride belongs lo Ihe Falcons,
who haven t defeated the Rockets in
their last live meetings, including a 0-0
tie in 1968
Toledo owns the winning slreak, a 17game siring al home Ironically, the
last time BG beat Toledo was in the
Glass Bowl in 1966. by a 14-13 score
When the iwo learns faced each other
a year ago al Perry Field, both were
unbeaten and the winner was certain ol
winning the MAC The Rockets had a
senior-dominated squad defending Us
third consecutive title and Ihe Falcons
were a band of super-sophomore
upstarts
TOLEDO prevailed. 24-7. and went
on lo win the conference and the Tangerine Bowl A deflated BG won only
three of its last six games
"I lelt we were a belter team last
year, but we lost." Falcon head coach
Don Nehlen said al Wednesday's Til
BG press conference The fifth-year
mentor said he has no doubt who will

Schedule
BOWLING GREEN at Toledo, nighl
Western Michigan al Kenl
Miami at Marshall
Ohio I' at Cincinnati
win tomorrow and take the league
crown, though
"As far as I'm concerned we're Ihe
best." heboasled
The l.as Vegas oddsmakers seem to
agree They have the Rockets (2-2 and
0-11 as six-point underdogs to the Falcons 12-0-1 and 10-11.
The better team will win Ihe game,
no question." Toledo head coach Jack
Murphy said "Us a must game for us
and for BG "
The Falcons need lo win lo stay on
lop of the MAC A loss by the Rockets
would mean virtual elimination from
the race
"WE'D LIKE to win this game probably more than any other." Murphy
added, citing the rivalry and (he home
win streak "Any streak means a lot
This is one we'd like lo hold onto "
Toledo will have trouble hanging
onto that streak if it continues to depend OR the defense to carry the tc.im
In last week's 38-22 loss at Ohio University, the Bobcats used a power I
offense which the Rockets weren't prepared lo face The result was disaster
Toledo started three Ireshmen on
defense against Ol'. and four upper
classmen were injured trying to slop
the Bobcats' offensive onslaught

Delensive back Sieve Kennedy was
lost for the season when he suffered a
fractured arm
'Our young people just didn I
acclimate in the heal of the game."
Murphy said
THIS TIME though. Murphy said, the
Rocket! know what they'll be facing

TV coverage
WBGU-TV (channel 701 will air a
replay of tomorrow's Bowling Green
Toledo football game Sunday, (let 8 at
3 30pm
Tom Willed will do Hie play by-play
with Jim Tichy handling the color commentary
'We weren't expecting Ike T at
Athens." he said
We expect it from
BG
Nehlen. who claims to know the Toledo personnel as well as RG's. didn't
disagree with Murphy's observation
'We're pretty much an T team." he
said "We use the power I. Ihe slot 1
and the pro I We'll run from all ol
them We'll also throw more than we
have in the past "
Nehlen's not concerned aboul the
lack of punch in the Falcon olfense in
Ihe three games to date "I felt we had
a good offense going into the season,
and I don't feel differently now." he
said
Held Lamport and Joe Babies will
continue to share the quartorbacking
duties. Nehlen said Lamport will slarl
and Babies, il the trend continues, will
substitute in the second haf

only 134 yards in 58 rushes
Last year. Miles romped for 149
yards against Toledo
Murphy said he won't give his
troubled offense any more problems by
concentrating on the Falcon All-America hopeful, though
"We've played a basic defense so far
and we'll continue to." Murphy said
"He's carrying the ball less because
of a more balanced attack If he
carries the ball more he'll break
loose "
THE BG DEFENSE is the quickest
and most aggressive one Murphy said
he's seen this year He said it causes
fumbles thai wouldn't ordinarily
happen
Led by linebacker John Villipiano.
the defensive unit of the Falcons faces
the task ol halting a strong Toledo
rushing attack
The Rocket offensive leader is tailhack Joe Schwartz. All-MAC last year
and lied lor the Toledo career touchdown record ol 36 The quarterback is
Bruce Arthur, who replaced Schwartz
when Murphy decided Schwartz was
needed more al running back
Bolh teams appear to be psychologically ready lor the game
"We've got Rocket lever." Nehlen
admitted "I've had Toledo up to my
ears and my players have. loo."

By Bob Moon
Staff Writer
While the Howling Green lootball
team journeys to Toledo tomorrow
night lo meet the Rockets. Coach
Mickey Cochrane's Falcon soccer
team will he in Oxford, to battle the
Miami Redskins al 2p m
Both the Falcons and the Redskins
are l-l on the season and0-1 in the MidAmerican Conference After losing
their opener lo Ohio University. 3-1,
the Redskins got into Ihe win column
with a 3 I victory over a lough
Wilmington team last week

Hockey tickets

THE FALCONS opened their season
with a 2-1 win over Denison before
being outlasted in overtime by Kenl
Slate last Saturday
Miami is an aggressive hall club."
said coach Coclirane "They're nol a
finesse team so they use the long,
dowitfield passing style
This means they kick the ball
downfield hoping lo bounce il off
somebody's chest so that he can lake il
on in Then style ol play is like Kent's
bin they're nol as good
"We're going to have to stop their
lasl break
he added They have a
pair ol good insules who work well
together and set each oilier up The
whole team shoots well Their defense
is adequate and they have good
goallending

atSa.m In Memorial Kail Tickets are
priced at $1 50 (general admission i and
$3 i reserved i
Student hockey II) cards will not
apply to the Barons game All tickets
will be sold on a lirsl-come first
served basis No University Ills .ire
required
Also on Monday morning the ticket
office will honor temporary student
IDs for the purchase ol $3 season loot
ball tickets Temporary IDs will be
honored for football only from (let 9
through (let 13

Crusaders name coach
By Jack O'Brria

Assistant Sports Editor
Nick Mileti. Bowling Green alumnus
and Cleveland sports tycoon, named
Bill Needham coach ol the Cleveland
Crusaders ol the World Hockey
Association at I Howling Green press
conference yesterday
Needham. 40, played 14 seasons as a
defenseman for the Cleveland Barons
of the American Hockey League. Ihe
longest any person has played for the
Barons
I'e was voted as the AHI.'s
outstanding delenseman for the 1967-68
season, and holds the API. record for
defensemen in consecutive games
played with 523
He's a guy who played lor us." said
Mileti "We know his integrity and he
can grow with the team "
NEEDHAM RETIRED as a player
two years ago and began his coaching
career last season for the Toledo
Blades of the International Hockey
League
I'e was signed several months ago as
a Crusaders scout, but in the absence
of a head coach, has been directing the
team's practices at the Ice Arena
"The training camp gave us a chance
to look at him i Needham i and he
checked out well in every way." said
Mileti
"He fits most what we're trying to
accomplish." added the Crusaders'
owner and president "We considered
and talked (o a number of people, but
we kept coming back to Bill, and we
only offered the Job to him
"We were impressed with the
practice sessions he has run There is a
lot of spirit and excitement among the
players
and
he's
a
good
disciplinarian," said Mileti
Needham believes the Crusaders are

the best club in the newly lormed
league
"WE HAVE a good skating team,
said
Needham
Five solid
delensemen and Ihe best goaltendcr in
the league in Gerry Cheevers
"We've got a brand new learn and
everything about it thrills me." he
added "We're going to win our first
game That's all there is lo it '
The Crusaders will open their season
Wednesday al 7 45 p.m. against
Quebec in Ihe second half of a hockey

NawtphoM byStetrriMiln
No on* appears to have control of Ihe football on this play during last year's
BG-IU battle at Doyt Perry Field. This year, indications are the Falcons rate th*
edge over th* Rockets and should control thetempoof tomorrow night's action
at the Glass Bowl.

Booters attempt league rebound

THE TWO PASSERS have com
plcled only 17 of 52 aerial attempts, bul
seven of those have been to wingback
Tony Bell Bell caught live passes al
Western Michigan last week, despite a
dislocated finger
Fullback Phil Polak and tailback
Paul Miles lead a ground attack thai s
been keyed on every game thus far
Polak has gained 214 yards in 48
carries while Miles has accumulated

Hockey tickets lor Ihe Bowling
Green-Cleveland Barons exhibition
game on (Id 19 will go on sale Monday

'

doublcheador al Ihe Cleveland Arena
The Barons play Providence in Ihe
opener at 4 45 p m
The Crusaders Quebec contest will
lie Ihe lirsl hockey match to be played
mthcWPA
"We're flattered and honored, said
Mileli about being part of the

association's opener
It shows that were a significant
part of the league and in a leadership
position." he added It makes us part
ol history, because there can only be
one first game "

THIS IS only (he second year that
soccer has been a varsity sport at
Miami and the game is just now
beginning lo catch the fancy of Ihe
Miami faithful
"They should be ready for us." said
Cochrane.
"The game is being broadcast over
local television in Oxford and I've been
getting phone calls all week from
Miami people wanting to know aboul
our team.

rKenny

chats with new coach Bill Needham, left, and goalie Gerry
Cheevers, right, following a press conference at the ke Arena.

IN PREPARATION for Ihe contest,
the Falcons have been experimenting
in practice this week with their
defense

However II is likely that Ihe Falcons
will go With (lie same starting II that
has seen action in the previous two

matches
A win would put the Falcons hack
into the MAC race A loss and il could
be a long scasnn

Turner learns ropes
By Kenny White
Assistant Sports Editor
To "err is what many people call a
par! of being human This word sometimes goes by the nickname
"mistake." and it has the same
meaning as jjs predecessor, a blunder
or a iiiisjudgiiieiH
It didn't take Dave Turner long to
realize thai he is not immune to this
aifliclion of a young player Hut the
way Turner learned this fact will haunt
him in Ihe days to come
LAST SATURDAY, when
the
Falcons invaded Waldo Stadium in
Kalama/oo. the memories Dave had
hoped to savor, suddenly turned into a
frightful experience II would be the
first lime in his short collegiate career
that he would be collared with being
Ihe game's goat
The nightmare started late in the
final quarter with (he Falcons holding
onto a thin 13-7 lead The Broncos, who
had nothing but "upset" in their minds
all day. finally got their hands on the
ball
The Broncos had a third and eight
situation on their own 23 Bowling
Green, as well as everyone else in the
park, knew Western would pass and the
defense was called accordingly
As fate would have it Western
quarterback Paul Jorgensen completed
the 77-yard bomb lo Bob Gavinski that
knotted Ihe score al 13-13 Turner was
responsible lor covering Gavinski
Turner made Ihe mistake of getting
tangled up in the line action and then
watching helplessly as his man
chugged into the end zone
The Falcon roverback tried to illustrate how he blew the play

Rugby

N.wiph.1. by i»M*4i W Oarwal

"I think they're smarting Irom lasl
year when we beat them 7-0.
he
added I just hope we're as much up
lor them as they are for us "

'We ve been moving people lo
different posis and haw been going
with a lour back game instead ol our
usual three-back style,
Cochrane
said

White says:

"I HEARD Tom Fisher yell out. to
watch out for the Houston Veer,'

Cleveland Crusaders president and owner Nick Mileti. center,

"They're really gung ho on their
soccer program," said the Falcon head
coach

The Bowling Green rugby club opens
its 1972 (all season al 1 p m tomorrow
at Poe Ditch Memorial Field
Three games will be played The
"A" team will begin the festivities
with a match against Denison The
"B" learn will meet Findlay and the
"C" squad will tackle Denison's "B"
unit
BG's ruggers are shooting for their
first undefeated season since the club
was organized in 1968 This year's fall
schedule shows nine games and a
northern Ohio tournament. The
schedule includes a home and home
series with the Toledo rugby club

which is a running play the Broncos
used." he said "After hearing that. I
start lo expect a run. so when the ball
was snapped 1 charge across Ihe line
but the quarterback rolled out looking
lor a receiver "
Once Turner had realized that he was
oul of position, he tried to get back, but
he slipped and fell
That incident is behind Turner now

Instead ol worrying about it, he must
prepare himself to meet many more
opponents Now he must rise lo the <"■
casion and show thai he can rebound
from a costly mistake and once again
be the tiger in the Falcons secondary
It's going lo lake a lot ol sell con
i idem c for Turnei to bounce back
since he's just a sophomore He's still
learning the ropes ol a very demanding
position
Turner, who was switched from de
tensive end to (he roverback post, has
adapled well lo his new surroundings
In three games he has averaged III
tackles and is making good progress
Assistant coach Gary Tranquill says
Inexperience is the villain that causes
mistakes like the one in !.isi week s
game

Dav* Turner

AS sttON ,is the rugged Canton
native can get himsell lull) situated at
his new post, main ol those rookie mistakes will be eliminated
When the Falcons invade Toledo
tomorrow. Turnei will be the familiar
fixture patrolling Ihe backfield As he
laces a pressure Situation, Turner will
remember what happened to him when
he was burnt Hopefully he will have
learned Irom (hal mistake
Hut living with the memories ol
being ihe goal can be unbearable

Cross country team aims
for first season victory
By Ed Hobson
Stall Writer
Bowling Green s cross country team
will attempt lo win Us first meet ol the
season against Indiana tomorrow in
Bloomington
The Falcons, who hold an 0-2 record,
have lost to both Eastern Michigan and
Ball State by narrow three-point
margins.
"I can't remember the last time we
lost three meets in a row," said coach
Mel Brodt. "I'm not worried though
We're improving all Ihe time and
should really start to jell around the
middle of October "
INDIANA has a 2-1 dual record The
Hoosiers posted victories over Indiana
State and Cincinnati and lost to
powerful Southern Illinois
Steve Heidenreich. who won the individual honors against Southern Illinois,
has had the best times for the Hoosiers
this year
However, scouting reports show

senior Pal Mandera as (he moat dan
gerous runner on Ihe squad Bu( tome
persons believe he is nol in prune
condition
Once again, the Falcons hopes will
be riding on seniors Sieve Daniorlh and
Tracy Elliott and junior Craig
Macdonald
"If these three runners can stay
together. 1 think the rest of the team
will follow their leadership." said
Brodt
Brodt stressed that running in a pack
was the secret to bealing Indiana
Unlike Eastern Michigan and Ball
State. Indiana has two or three outstanding rummers but lacks depth
throughout the lineup.
Last year, the Hoosiers defeated Ihe
Falcons in their regular-season dual
meet. 23-33 However, the Falcons
finished seventh compared lo the
Hoosiers 16th place finish in the NCAA
championships
Indiana returns 11 of 12 ledermen
and is considered one of the top contenders for the Big Ten championship

